The Level 3 Award in Education and Training, formerly known as the Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector (PTLLS) is considered to be an industry standard entry qualification for people looking to teach or train. Most training centres would expect that you read more. Compare. Level 3 AET is a direct replacement course for the Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector (PTLLS). An accessible study skills guide tailored specifically for the Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector award. "Fully in line with the LLUK standards"—Cover. "Lifelong learning sector"—Cover. Includes bibliographical references and index. Cover; Title; Copyright; Contents; Acknowledgements; The Author; Foreword; Introduction; 1 Preparing for your PTLLS Award; 2 Taught sessions; 3 Self-study; 4 Presenting your work; 5 Moving forward; Appendices; Index. 233 results for the study skills book. Save the study skills book to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Unfollow the study skills book to stop getting updates on your eBay feed. Study Skills for PTLLS Williams Jacklyn Sage Publications 9780857258878 : PTLLS candidates often find their studies challenging - some are returning to study after a long break and others have. This accessible book provides all candidates with a study skills guide specifically tailored to PTLLS Award, no matter which awarding organisation they are registered with. This Second Edition has been updated for the four unit PTLLS Award and includes new information on referencing and e-portfolios. This text covers the different methods through which PTLLS is delivered, helping candidates to study more effectively. Download for free English Course Oxford Q Skills for Success All Levels and Editions Students book Audio. - Enhanced listening and reading comprehension activities provide greater scaffolding and help prepare students to use higher level study skills. - Research-based vocabulary program ensures that students learn the most relevant words for academic and professional life. - iQ Online is integrated with the Student Book content to extend learning in and out of the classroom.
Study skills for PTLLS, by Williams, Jacklyn. PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies. This text is an accessible guide to studying for PTLLS, examining how to prepare for study and taught sessions and how to plan self-study topics such as research skills and reflective practice. Previous edition: 2010. Includes bibliographical references and index. Notes. Study Skills for PTLLS Williams Jacklyn Sage Publications 9780857258878 : PTLLS candidates often find their studies challenging - some are returning to study after a long break and others have. This accessible book provides all candidates with a study skills guide specifically tailored to PTLLS Award, no matter which awarding organisation they are registered with. This Second Edition has been updated for the four unit PTLLS Award and includes new information on referencing and e-portfolios. This text covers the different methods through which PTLLS is delivered, helping candidates to study more effectively. Share. Study Skills for PTLLS. Second Edition. Jacklyn Williams - University of Plymouth, UK. Ann Gravells. Series: Further Education and Skills. Courses: Teaching & Learning in Adult Settings. November 2012 | 168 pages | Learning Matters. Download flyer. Description. Preparing for Your PTLLS Award. Meeting the Lifelong Learning Professional Teaching Standards. Becoming an Expert Student. They said it was easy to read, not too academic and particularly like the ‘presenting your work’ section starting on page 105, as it helped them focus on the writing process. Many candidates are not confident with grammar and spelling and the examples of conjunctions etc. were really useful. Miss Catherine Mitchell. Study Skills for PTLLS book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies... They said it was easy to read, not too academic and particularly like the ‘presenting your work’ section starting on page 105, as it helped them focus on the writing process. Many candidates are not confident with grammar and spelling and the examples of conjunctions etc. were really useful. Miss Catherine Mitchell. Study Skills for PTLLS book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies... PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies. Some are returning to study after a long break and others have no previous experience of study at this level. This text is an accessible guide to studying for PTLLS. It begins by looking at how to prepare for study and taught sessions, and goes on to cover self-study, including research skills and reflective practice. PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies. Some are returning to study after a long break and others have no previous experience of study at this level. This text is an accessible guide to studying...
PTLLS candidates often find it challenging to approach their studies. Some are returning to study after a long break and others have no previous experience of study at this level. This text is an accessible guide to studying for PTLLS. A practical guide for all teachers embarking on their Masters in Teaching and Learning (MTL), this book begins by encouraging the reader to identify their own learning style and engage in different study methods, and goes on to explore higher level study skills and academic writing. The research required at Masters level is broken down and guidance is given on how to select, approach and interpret data. The final chapter discusses the real-life issues surrounding studying for a Masters while also embarking on a new career.